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Thermodynamics of photons in relativistic e1e2g plasmas
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Thermodynamic and spectral properties of a photon gas ine1e2g plasmas are studied. The effect of a finite
effective mass of a photon, associated with the plasma frequency cutoff, is self-consistently included. In the
ultrarelativistic plasma, the photon spectrum turns out to be universal with the temperature normalized plasma
frequency cutoff as a fundamental constant independent of plasma parameters. Such a universality does not
hold in the nonrelativistic plasma.@S1063-651X~99!50305-X#

PACS number~s!: 05.30.Jp, 95.30.Tg, 52.40.Db, 52.60.1h
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It is well known that a photon gas, which is in thermod
namic equilibrium with matter, exhibits the Planckian blac
body energy spectrum. This is correct only if matter is el
trically neutral ~for example, an atomic gas! where the
thermodynamic equilibrium is established via photon em
sion and absorption in atomic transitions. Such an equi
rium no longer forms in ionized gases~plasmas! where the
number of charged particles is not negligible. An elect
magnetic wave~photon! is strongly coupled to collective
plasma excitations via oscillating electric and magne
fields. The dispersion relation of photons in a plasma isv2

;vp
21k2c2, where vp is referred to as the plasma fre

quency, which depends on plasma parameters~e.g., densities
of electrons and positrons!. Quite interestingly, such a dis
persion may be interpreted as a manifestation of a finiteef-
fective massof a photon,mg;\vp /c2. There are no pho-
tons with energies lower than its effective rest ener
Hence, one may expect a cutoff in the Planckian spect
for frequenciesv,vp . A new, modified blackbody distri-
bution of photons forms in this case. The shape of the sp
trum is controlled by the densities of electrons and positro
It is remarkable that in the relativistic plasma, the electr
and positron number densities are, in turn,self-consistently
determined from theequilibrium between the photons an
the electrons, and positrons, with respect to thee1e2-pair
production.

Objects with hot, positron-electron-photon (e1e2g) plas-
mas, referred to as fireballs, are not rare in astrophysics.
example, such fireball conditions are believed to be reali
at early stages of the formation of the universe~see, for
example,@1#!, in energetic cosmological explosions that pr
duceg-ray bursts~see@2# for review!, etc. Hence, the study
of thermodynamic and statistical properties of a gas of p
tons in thee1e2g fireballs is of both academic and practic
interest.

In this paper, we find a self-consistent, blackbody rad
tion spectrum and thermodynamic properties of the pho
gas in thee1e2g fireball plasma. In particular, the equilib
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rium spectrum of photons in the ultrarelativistic caseT
@mec

2) turns out to beuniversal:

~1! The frequency cutoff normalized by temperature is afun-
damental constantindependent of any plasma param
eters.

~2! The simple, power-law scalings of thermodynamic p
rameters such as pressure, density, etc. vs tempera
valid for the Planck distribution, hold for ‘‘massive’
photons as well. Numerical prefactors, however, mod
self-consistently.

At the end of the paper, we also briefly consider a nonre
tivistic case and discuss implications for the cosmic mic
wave background spectrum distortion, purely radiative fi
ball model ofg-ray bursts, and stellar interiors.

Here we should comment on one important point. The
of photons obeys the Bose-Einstein statistics with a van
ing chemical potential and, also, is assumed to be in ther
dynamic equilibrium with matter which, in general, has
nonvanishing chemical potential. On the other hand, one
the conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium is the equal
of the chemical potentials of the interacting systems. T
contradiction may be resolved by treating the process of
diation as a first-order phase transition~Bose condensation!
and properly taking into account the equality of the chemi
potentials of matter and radiation. An excellent discussion
this subject may be found in Ref.@3#. The deviation of a
photon spectrum from the Planck distribution may be sign
cant in the nonrelativistic plasmas, where thermodynam
equilibrium is established via, for example, Compton scat
ing of a photon one1 or e2. In the ultrarelativistic regime
~considered in this paper! two- and three-photon
annihilation/creation of ane1e2 pair dominate and are re
sponsible for establishing thermodynamic equilibrium. T
chemical potential of ane1e2 pair is identically zero~by
definition,e1 ande2 have equal but opposite sign chemic
potentials! and the condition of the equality of the chemic
potentials of matter and radiation is satisfied automatica
The Planck statistics of photons is thus valid in the ultrare
tivistic e1e2g plasma.

Ultrarelativistic case.The dispersion relation of electro
magnetic waves in the ultrarelativistic plasma reads@4#

:
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k2c2

v2 511
3

4

vp,rel
2

vkc F S 12
v2

k2c2D lnUv2kc

v1kcU2 2v

kc G , ~1!

wherevp,rel
2 5(a4pea

2nac2/3T is the relativistic plasma fre
quency,ea and na are the charge and number density
speciesa, the sum(a goes over all relativistic (T@mac2)
species, i.e., electrons and positrons in our case, and the
tribution from nonrelativistic species, which ismc2/T times
smaller, is neglected here. An exact analytical solution to
equation is unknown. The asymptotic behavior

v25H vp,rel
2 1

5

6
k2c2, v@kc

3

2
vp,rel

2 1k2c2, v→kc,

~2!

suggests, however, the following approximate solution to
~1!:

v25vp,rel
2 1k2c2, ~18!

which roughly satisfies both asymptotes and, also, is theex-
act dispersion relation in the nonrelativistic plasma. A dire
numerical comparison of Eqs.~1! and ~18! shows that the
fractional error of the approximation does not exceed 3%

In the ultrarelativistic plasma, the electrons and positro
are in thermal equilibrium. Hence, their number densities
equal andne15ne25 7

8 ng , where the factor 7/8 accounts fo
the difference in Fermi and Bose statistics@5,6#, andng is the
number density of photons. The relativistic plasma freque
now becomes

vp,rel
2 5(

6

4pe2n6c2

3T
5

7pe2ngc2

3T
. ~3!

Note here that the plasma frequency depends on the de
of photons to be determined@7#.

The occupation numbers for a gas of photons are given
the Bose-Einstein distribution with a vanishing chemical p
tential: n(k)5$exp@\v(k)/T#21%21. The number density o
photons is formally written as follows@5#:

ng5
T3

p2\3c3 E
0

` x2dx

exp~A7pe2\2c2ng/3T31x2!21
, ~4!

where we made use of the fact that the degeneracyg52 for
photons~two independent polarizations!. This equationself-
consistentlydetermines the number density of photons in
e1e2g fireball plasma where the plasma frequency cut
~i.e., the effective photon mass!, in turn, depends onng .

To proceed further we note a remarkable fact. Namely,ng
andT enter Eq.~4! in combinationng /T3. Then, the solution
to this equation must be sought in the formng5const3T3

with the const to be determined from Eq.~4!. Thus, the pa-
rametrizationng}T3 removesexplicit temperature depen
dence of the integral in Eq.~4!. Hence this solution forng is
universal. Note, this is usually not the case for particles w
nonzero mass. Since n(p)5@exp(Am2c41upu2c2/T)
21#21, temperature enters the integral over particle m
menta,p, via the combination (mc2/T)2, so that all the ther-
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modynamic quantities~e.g., density, energy, entropy, etc.! do
not exhibit universal, power-law scalings. For photons, ho
ever,mg}T and the universal~Planckian! scalings are recov-
ered. Numerical coefficients, however, modify se
consistently.

Now, we writeng5 f nPl , where

nPl5@2z~3!/p2#~T/\c!3,

z(3).1.2 is the Riemann zeta function of 3, andf is a
constant to be calculated. Hereafter, the subscript ‘‘Pl’’ d
notes values calculated for the Planckian distribution. Th
Eq. ~4! becomes

2z~3! f 5E
0

` x2dx

exp~AD2f 1x2!21
, ~5!

where

D5
\vp,rel

T
5S ae

14z~3!

3p2 D 1/2

.6.4431022 ~6!

and ae5e2/\c is the fine structure constant. Givenf , the
energy density, pressure of the gas of photons, as we
other thermodynamic parameters, may be calculated stra
forwardly @5#:

eg5
T4

p2\3c3 E
0

` AD2f 1x2x2dx

exp~AD2f 1x2!21
, ~7a!

pg5
1

3

T4

p2\3c3 E
0

` x3dx

exp~AD2f 1x2!21
. ~7b!

Numerically solving Eq.~5! for f [(11d f n) and using Eqs.
~7!, one finally obtains

ng5~11d f n!nPl , d f n.3.431023, ~8a!

eg5~11d f e!ePl , d f e.5.231024, ~8b!

pg5~11d f p!pPl , d f p.1.031023, ~8c!

whereePl53pPl5(p2/15)(T4/\3c3). It is well known that
the equation of state of a gas of nonrelativistic massive p
ticles,T!mc2, is pnr5

2
3 enr , and that of ultrarelativistic~or

massless! particles,T@mc2, is pr5
1
3 e r . Since photons in

the relativistic plasma turn out to be ‘‘subrelativistic,
\vp,rel /T;531022, we expect that the effective equatio
of state of photons will bepg5aeg , 1

3 ,a, 2
3 . Indeed, from

Eqs. ~8! it follows that pg /eg.(11d f p2d f e)pPl /ePl , and
we have

pg.
1

3
~115.031024!eg . ~9!

The blackbody equilibrium radiation spectrum from th
ultrarelativistic e1e2g fireball plasma is easily obtaine
from Eq. ~7a!:

deg~v* !5
T4

p2\3c3

v
*
2 Av

*
2 2D2f

ev
* 21

dv* , ~10!
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where v* 5\v/T is the dimensionless frequency. No
again that this spectrum isuniversal. The low-frequency cut-
off scales with temperature in such a manner that\vp,rel /T
5DAf 5const. The value of the low-frequency cutoff is
fundamental constantgiven by Eq.~6! @correction due tof ,
Eq. ~8a! is small and may be neglected# and independent o
any parameters of the plasma. The universal, blackbody
ergy spectrum of radiation from thee1e2g relativistic
plasma is shown in Fig. 1. The Planckian spectrum is sho
for comparison.

At last we comment that the radiation from a relativis
fireball is always blackbody. Indeed, for a nonthermal radia
tion spectrum to occur, the linear size of the system sho
be R,t/sTnPl(T;mec

2)&1024 cm (sT is the Thompson
cross section andt&1 is the optical depth of the plasma!,
which is microscopically small.

Nonrelativistic case.The universality of the photon spec
trum breaks down at plasma temperatures belowT;mec

2.
The dispersion relation is exactly Eq.~18! with vp,rel

2 re-
placed by its nonrelativistic counterpart:

vp
25

4pe2ne6

me
, ~11!

where ne6[ne11ne2 and contributions from heavier pa
ticles are neglected. When the temperature drops belowmec

2

the number density ofe1e2 pairs decreases exponential
due to annihilation. Hence, we expect the nonrelativistic c

FIG. 1. Normalized blackbody equilibrium spectrum of rad
tion from thee1e2g relativistic plasma and the Planckian spectru
vs dimensionless frequency,v* 5\v/T.
h
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off frequency to be smaller than that in the ultrarelativis
regime. The density of charged particles is easily calcula
@5#:

ne65Fn0
21

3

p3 S mec

\ D 6S T

mec
2D 3

expS 2
2mec

2

T D G21/2

,

~12!

wheren0 is the residual density of electrons atT→0 ~i.e., in
the absence of pair creation!.

A few estimates below show that the effect of the plas
frequency cutoff is usually small, unless a plasma is
tremely dense and ‘‘cold.’’ First, most of the explosion e
ergy in cosmological, purely radiative fireballs~if any!,—the
g-ray bursters~GRB!—is emitted when the system becom
optically thin for radiation. This occurs atT.20 keV @2#
when the e1e2-pair density drops tone6;1/sTRthin
;1014cm23. The low-frequency cutoff is (\vp /T)GRB
;1028, which is hardly observable. Second, distortions
the cosmic microwave background~CMB! energy spectrum
may be traced up to redshifts ofz;108 @1#. Taking the re-
sidual density of electronsn0;1029nPl and temperatureT
;few keV, we estimate the cutoff (\vp /T)CMB;1027.
Third, in the center of the sun,n0;1026cm23 and T
;1.4 keV, which yield the cutoff (\vp /T)sun;0.2; that is,
the cutoff is close to the Planckian thermal peak. The eff
on the solar~and stellar! models will be addressed in futur
publications.

To conclude, the thermodynamics of a gas of photons
the e1e2 plasma is studied. The deviation from the Plan
distribution occurs because no photons with frequencies
low the plasma frequency exist in the plasma. Equivalen
photons in the plasma acquire an effective mass. In the
trarelativistic plasma,T@mec

2, the effective photon mas
scales asmg5TD/c2 with D as the fundamental constan
~independent of any plasma parameters! given by Eq.~6!.
Hence, the equilibrium~blackbody! spectrum exhibits uni-
versal properties. The power-law scalings of thermodyna
parameters vs temperature for massive photons are the
as those for the Planck distribution, but with different n
merical prefactors. In contrast, thermodynamics of phot
in the nonrelativistic plasma is not universal.
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